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Chloe Wine Collection, Prosecco
Type
Producer
Region
Grape
Appellation
Size
SKU
Distributor

Wine - Sparkling - White
Chloe Wine Collection
Veneto, Italy
Glera
Prosecco
750 mL × 12
7595
Horizon Beverage of Rhode Island

Chloe Prosecco is bursting with fresh fruit flavors and fine bubbles with notes of peach, green apple, citrus and floral.
Opulent yet balanced, with elegant acidity, this refreshing bubbly offers a crisp finish with a hint of minerality, revealing the
proximity to the mountains and calcareous soils where the grapes are grown.This Prosecco is "extra dry," so it has a touch of
sweetness. It has flowery and fruity flavorings and aromas. A delicious palate that is well-balanced with good acidity. There
aren't many foods Prosecco doesn't go with. It is ideal as an aperitif and with cheese, nuts, seafood, fried chicken, popcorn,
chips, spicy Asian food, caviar and cake.Chloe wines offer the structure and depth of exceptional fruit sourced from the
world’s preeminent growing regions to create elegant wines with sophisticated intensity. Named after the ancient word
meaning “blooming,” Chloe wines are radiant and burgeoning with beautiful aromas and luxurious flavors. Made for wine
enthusiasts who appreciate all things extraordinary and timeless, the Chloe Wine Collection is crafted to inspire your own
memorable occasions.

Tolloy, Pinot Grigio (2017)
Type
Producer
Region
Grape
Appellation
Size
SKU
Distributor

Wine - Still - White
Tolloy
Trentino-Alto Adige, Italy
Pinot Grigio
Südtirol - Alto Adige
750 mL × 12
34955
Horizon Beverage of Rhode Island

Cradled by the Adige River and the Italian Alps, Salorno is an exceptional microclimate of unparalleled richness. The
presence of the Alps protects the region from the cold winds originating in the North and the Mediterranean influence
coming off Garda Lake in the South grant conditions ripe for cultivating extraordinary wine varietals.
Salorno has been the converging point of cultures from the North and South since the 18th century. Tolloy’s modern
philosophy is borne out of this region’s dynamic history. The international taste profile of Tolloy’s single varietal wines is the
ideal backdrop to showcase the singular characteristics that this microclimate lends to its wines. Tolloy’s wines can be
enjoyed on their own or with International cuisine.Cradled by the Adige River and the Italian Alps, Salorno is an exceptional
microclimate of unparalleled richness. The presence of the Alps protects the region from the cold winds originating in the
North and the Mediterranean influence coming off Garda Lake in the South grant conditions ripe for cultivating extraordinary
wine varietals.
Salorno has been the converging point of cultures from the North and South since the 18th century. Tolloy’s modern
philosophy is borne out of this region’s dynamic history. The international taste profile of Tolloy’s single varietal wines is the
ideal backdrop to showcase the singular characteristics that this microclimate lends to its wines. Tolloy’s wines can be
enjoyed on their own or with International cuisine.Cradled by the Adige River and the Italian Alps, Salorno is an exceptional
microclimate of unparalleled richness. The presence of the Alps protects the region from the cold winds originating in the
North and the Mediterranean influence coming off Garda Lake in the South grant conditions ripe for cultivating extraordinary
wine varietals.

Mother Goose Wines, The Infamous Goose Sauvignon Blanc (2017)
Type
Producer
Region
Grape
Size
SKU
Distributor

Wine - Still - White
Mother Goose Wines
Marlborough, New Zealand
Sauvignon Blanc
750 mL × 12
37895
Horizon Beverage of Rhode Island

Achaval Ferrer, Malbec
Type
Producer
Region
Grape
Appellation
Size
SKU
Distributor

Wine - Still - Red
Achaval Ferrer
Mendoza, Argentina
Malbec
Mendoza
750 mL × 12
36065
Horizon Beverage of Rhode Island
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Bright ruby-red. Fresh and floral, featuring blackberry, raspberry and violets. Dense, thick with a noticeable mineral frame.
Old World acidity with silky tannins and a lengthy finish.Since the time it was founded, the wine cellar has pursued a path
strongly marked by its philosophy and its vision of wine. Its Italian roots, given by Robert Cipresso himself, have been a
pivotal contribution as an ideological foundation, which has been strengthened by team thinking, experience and oenological
results.
Today, the cellar leaves an unmistakable seal on each one of its wines; this is a result of years of coherence, obsession and
respect for nature.

St. Francis, Cabernet Sauvignon Sonoma County (2016)
Type
Producer
Region
Grape
Size
SKU
Distributor

Wine - Still - Red
St. Francis
California, United States
Cabernet Sauvignon
750 mL × 12
37205
Horizon Beverage of Rhode Island

The grapes for the Sonoma County Cabernet Sauvignon originate from four different appellations within Sonoma County.
These carefully selected vineyards contribute individual qualities to the finished wine. For this thick-skinned and lateripening variety, harvest often occurs from late October through November. All grapes are hand harvested, gently
destemmed and crushed, then undergo fermentation separately by variety in temperature-controlled tanks. After both
primary and malolactic fermentation are complete, the wines are each racked to their own barrel lot. Then the blend is made
and the wine matures in bottle prior to release.
TASTING NOTE
Classic aromas and flavors of ripe black currant, spicy tobacco and cedar are accompanied by full body and firm structure.
FOOD PAIRING
An excellent companion to aged blue cheese, beef, roast pork and venison.
POINTS OF DISTINCTION
A rich, full-bodied California Cabernet
Matured for 18 months in oak barrels for a complex flavorPOINTS OF DISTINCTION
St. Francis Winery has created hand-crafted wines from Sonoma County’s best appellations for more than 30 years.
A pioneer in helping to define the vineyards and grape varieties Sonoma is known for today; first to plant Merlot in Sonoma
Valley
A regional leader in green practices, including initiatives in recycled packaging and water and energy conservation
Owners of over 415 acres of vineyard land in prime AVAs including Sonoma and Russian River Valleys
Fruit-forward, luscious and well-balanced wines made from 100% handpicked fruit
St. Francis wines are food-friendly and ready to drink
THE FOUNDING
In 1971, businessman Joe Martin and his wife, Emma, purchased a 100-acre vineyard known as Behler Ranch in the Sonoma
Valley town of Kenwood. The fruit from this vineyard was sold to area wineries until 1979, when a winery was built to
produce estate-bottled wine. St. Francis Winery was named after St. Francis of Assisi, patron saint of animals and protector
of the natural world.
DEFINING SONOMA
At the time when St. Francis Winery was beginning to bottle its own wine, there were only a handful of wineries in Sonoma
and the region was searching for an identity. The arrival of winemaker Tom Mackey in 1983 was the beginning of important
growth at St. Francis and in Sonoma, as he and St. Francis helped to pioneer a Sonoma Valley style and pinpoint the varieties
that were ideally suited to Sonoma soils. St. Francis was the first in the region to plant and bottle Merlot, and soon
introduced Cabernet Sauvignon and Zinfandel wines to the portfolio. The winery’s first “Old Vines” Zinfandel was released in
1989, establishing one of its star varietal offerings and contributing to Sonoma County’s growing reputation for top-quality
Zinfandel. Today, a team of winemakers, including Christopher Louton and Katie Madigan, play an integral role in continuing
St. Francis’ success.
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